We believe everyone should experience audio in its truest form.

DESIGNED FOR SERIOUS PERFORMANCE | Our Ode to Audio
Dear Audio Lovers,
We live in what may be considered a golden age of audio. We enjoy a marriage of technology and
timeless, proven techniques for recreating audio from its source recording. That is why we are here.
We are audio lovers, and we want to recreate audio the way the artist intended.
Our passion for music is where it all started. We have always been inspired by the visceral impact
of being at a live concert. We can all remember that special concert where we felt like the artist
was singing directly to us. It seems like we can still feel that explosive pulse in our bodies, being
rocked to our core by our favorite song that sounded like nothing we heard before.
We’re also cinephiles. We love movies and we know nothing brings them to life more than an
immersive, powerful soundtrack. We want to feel that spine-tingling sensation when we hear
that dinosaur slowly approaching. We don’t just watch movies, we want to feel a part of them.
That is our promise to you. With our commitment to sound excellence and dedication to
developing the highest performing audio products, we work tirelessly to provide that engrossing
audio experience. Whether you are playing your favorite record from high school, or introducing
your beloved franchise trilogy to your significant other, we want you to feel the sound.
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Powered Speaker Systems

Ai41 Powered Bookshelf Speakers

Ai61 Powered Bookshelf Speakers

Fi70 Music System

Offering a new level of auditory
freedom, the Ai41 deliver rich,
room-filling stereo sound. These
speakers pack a powerful punch and
can be easily paired with a turntable
or easily connected to your music
streaming device via Bluetooth aptX.

The ultimate sound solution for all your
audio needs, delivering breathtaking
performance with their 6.5” drivers,
100W Class D amplifier, while featuring
a multitude of connectivity options so
you can experience unprecedented
room-filling performance.

Welcome to an evolution, a revolution,
and the next big innovation in home
audio. The Fluance Fi70 Wireless
High Fidelity Music System is more
than just a speaker; it’s a musical
phenom designed for one reason –
true audio enjoyment.

Offering elite, flawlessly made music systems
in an elegant lifestyle design, Fluance music
systems define Serious Performance. Designed
with you in mind, Fluance music systems can
easily blend into any home décor and offer
room filling sound like no other.
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Home Audio

Featuring a contemporary design
and Serious Performance, Fluance
offers a variety of home audio
speakers perfect for a 2-channel
audio setup or full home theater
system. Available in multiple
configurations including individual
speaker components all the way
up to 7.1 speaker systems.

Elite Series

Reference Series

Signature Series

Sound-stripped down to its barest
form. Expressive and energetic, the
Elite Series’ high frequency drivers
deliver impactful sounds and effects
with lifelike reproduction.

Immerse yourself in the dynamic acoustic
experience your home audio deserves.
Engineered with premium components
such as our newly designed crossovers
that produce a rich and balanced
sound while maximizing each driver’s
performance.

The ﬂagship speakers for Fluance.
From the 8” woofers to the high-end
tweeters and the premium midrange
drivers, the Signature Series Speakers
are the result of years of meticulous
engineering and evaluation.
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Turntables

Fluance’s High Fidelity Turntables play
your vinyl records with absolutely stunning
sound quality that achieves the purest sound
reproduction. When you want the absolute
best in music performance, pull out your
favorite records and experience beautifully
warm and natural music, transporting you
into the center of the performance.

Classic Turntable

Elite Turntable

Reference Turntable

Premium components allow the
RT80 Hifi Turntable to recreate
the performance the way the artist
intended. Featuring an Audio Technica
AT91 conical diamond cartridge, an
S-type tonearm and a built-in preamp
for an easy plug and play vinyl setup.

The RT81 Hifi Turntable plays records
with stunning quality that achieves the
purest sound reproduction. Featuring an
Audio Technica AT95 elliptical diamond
cartridge, an S-type tonearm, solid
wood plinth and a built-in preamp for an
immersive vinyl listening experience.

The Reference line offers the definitive vinyl
record listening experience. Featuring a servo
motor for precision playback while the Ortofon
diamond cartridges provide exceptional accuracy
and detailed high resolution sound. Upgrade to
the ﬂagship RT85 for the included acrylic platter
providing a more 3-dimensional sound, tighter
bass and improved clarity.
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We’re Here For You

Share Your Love

Home audio equipment is an investment
that you get to enjoy for years to come.
Careful thought, research, engineering
and design goes into every product we
make. High performance components
combined with quality craftsmanship
allow us to maintain the highest possible
production standards so you can be
confident in your choice.

Love your new speakers? Can’t stop listening to your
turntable? Want to shout your excitement from the
top of a mountain? Please do! We would love to see
your beautiful new audio setup. Share your setup using
#MYFLUANCE to be featured on our social channels.

If we can help, let us know! If you have
questions or want to learn more visit
our support center at fluance.com or
checkout our blog for the latest articles,
news and how-to videos.

Thank You
Your support means everything to us and we could not
have grown without you. We greatly appreciate your
product reviews and valuable feedback that help make
our products even better. We will continue to push the
boundaries of audio performance to offer you new and
exciting music products that allow you to experience
audio the way the artist intended.
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